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Lucien Hervé and Le Corbusier:
pair or peers?

Marco Iuliano Liverpool School of Architecture, UK (Author’s

e-mail address: marco.iuliano@liverpool.ac.uk)

The lasting iconicity surrounding the seminal accomplishments in modern architecture has its
roots in long-term alliances between architects and photographers. The Masters of the
Modern Movement carefully managed their public ‘image’ largely by establishing a distinct
relationship with specific photographers, whose visual sensibility appeared to amplify the
underlying design intent for maximum impact on the collective unconscious.
Le Corbusier experienced particularly effective affinities with Lucien Hervé (1910–2007),

whose photographic signature memorialised the last fifteen years of the Swiss/French
architect’s output. By choosing one photographer and remaining loyal to him for a signifi-
cant amount of time, Le Corbusier ensured that his architecture took on a consistency that
is partially the by-product of a photographic mind close to his architectural sensitivity.
After the Second World War, there are numerous examples of such an interrelationship,
among the most notable being Neutra/Shulman, Bunshaft/Stoller and Ellwood/Rand,
with varying degrees of intensity, yet all revealing similar patterns of co-construction.
Such a dynamic touched every corner of the globe where modern architecture was built
and published, but was particularly visible in Europe and North America.
Drawing on published and unpublished materials this paper focusses closely on the rami-

fications of the working couple Hervé/Le Corbusier so as to highlight the formation and
consolidation of the partnership. This collaboration would elucidate the mutual influences
between disciplines when a new, more humane idea of Modernity was formed and broad-
cast around the world.

I always wanted above all to understand his thinking.

Understanding someone’s thinking does not mean accepting

everything he does, as it also implies reflection on what he said.1

Lucien Hervé on Le Corbusier, 2006

Pairs
The LeCorbusier whomet LucienHervé in 1949was a

very different man from the young Charles-Edouard

Jeanneret who had left the Swiss village of La

Chaux-de-Fonds for Paris in 1917: in between the

wars he had developed a formidable technique for

presenting himself to the public, as the architect of

the white villas and as the author of propagandawrit-

ings such as Vers une Architecture (1923) and L’Alma-

nach de l’Architecture Moderne (1925).
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And then the Second World War profoundly

changed Le Corbusier’s way of looking at the

world. He appears to have moved from his youth-

ful position, characterised by a strong egocentr-

ism, to a more sympathetic stance of one who

considered, more than before, his relationship

with his neighbour. So it is no accident that

the first book he published during the world con-

flict, written in collaboration with François de

Pierrefeu, was entitled La Maison des Hommes

(1942).

The centre of the Corbusian speculation pro-

gressively shifts from an obsession with the archi-

tectural object to sensitivity towards mankind. The

result of this change was evident, and arguably

reached its apex, in the design of Notre-Dame

du Haut at Ronchamp, completed in 1955. So it

was this character, the ‘new’ Le Corbusier, that

Lucien Hervé met in the middle of the twentieth

century.

Hervé’s extensive experience as a photographic

reporter, and his particular approach of taking a

great number of shots in sequence, meant he was

able to produce more than 600 photographs of

the Unité d’Habitation in Marseille on a single day

in 1949—a day which was to modify the course of

his life (figs 1–12). After sending his prints to Le Cor-

busier, as was required according to the notice

posted at the entrance, Hervé received a letter

from the architect that now constitutes a chapter

of architectural history. A poignant fragment of

this letter is usually recalled, in which Le Corbusier

writes of Hervé as having une âme d’architecte,

the soul of an architect; but here it seems appropri-

ate to recall the entire content of the letter:

Paris, 15 December 1949

Re.: Photographs of the Unité d’Habitation in

Marseille

Dear Sir,

I have examined the large set of photographs that

you took of the Unité d’Habitation.

I wish to convey my most sincere congratulations

for your exceptional work. You have the soul of

an architect and you know how to see architec-

ture.

I have made a small selection of the prints that I

wish to include in our file to send to the journalists

who often come here to ask for documentation.

In particular, I have forwarded your collection to

‘Réalités’, which will shortly publish an article on

our work.

I would like to propose two subjects for a photo

report that could, I think, offer you a good

number of sales and also allow your talent to be

expressed in a very original way. The first is a com-

plete documentation on the Swiss Pavilion of the

University City that will soon celebrate its twenti-

eth anniversary and is in an excellent state of con-

servation; it is a significant prototype of urbanism

and architecture, as well as a synthesis of the

plastic arts.

I am convinced that, with a well-organized collec-

tion of photographs, you will find publishers or

authors eager to use your work.

The second would be a photo report on my

private apartment, where I keep various objects

of a different nature distributed in a particular

way, which would provide an as yet unknown
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Figure 1. A photograph

within the first series on

the Unité d’Habitation

by Hervé in 1949 (# J.

Paul Getty Trust and

Fondation Le Corbusier

ADAGP/DACS).



point of view on a domestic arrangement that

(I think) corresponds to the modern sensibility.

Finally, a third question: I do not know whether

you also excel in photography of painting

(paintings or murals), but I have a series of

murals, paintings and drawings that could

perhaps be the subject of a work about which

we could talk when we meet.

Come to see me some time. Call me by telephone

to make an appointment.

Yours sincerely.

Le Corbusier2

The sparks emanating from the letter as a whole

exceed what the normally cited extract could

evoke: Le Corbusier’s esteem for Hervé is crystal-

line. For those who are familiar with the archives

of the Fondation Le Corbusier in Paris at Villa La

Roche, where all documentation relating to the

architect is stored, this is a rare occasion: in

other correspondence, such a staunch, appreciat-

ive tone is almost completely absent. And we

should not forget that the letter was sent, at the

time, to someone Le Corbusier had never met. It

seems that he was so overwhelmed by Hervé’s

images that he immediately perceived an effective

affinity, based on the unique sensitivity of the

Hungarian-born photographer—a sensitivity that

Le Corbusier could easily recognise—vous savez

voir l’architecture.

This reflection initiates the other themes of the

letter, the forerunners of the collaboration, which

from that moment thrived for fifteen years.

The acquaintance between the two is less known,

but Lucien Hervé spoke about it in some interviews,

in particular one granted to the Italian journal

Abitare in 1992, wherein other interesting details

are revealed.

We spoke to each other over the telephone and

he invited me to his painter’s studio the following

Monday morning, where he usually spent the first

part of the day painting. We talked a lot about

painting and Le Corbusier was delighted to dis-

cover my genuine passion for it. We also talked

a lot about music and he frequently mentioned

his brother Albert Jeanneret, a violinist and

teacher. I had the impression I was setting out

on an exceptional intellectual adventure. (…)

He felt that photography should serve both as a

technical tool for documentation and as a

means for interpretation and communication.

But L.C. was not one to beat about the bush: he

thought my photos were good, so it went

without saying that I would start working with

him. It was then that L.C. decided he needed a

complete photographic archive, so he got me to

start documenting his work, which also included

recording drawings and models. When a new

work of architecture was to be photographed

and I was already familiar with the material of

the project because I had photographed them,

he didn’t give me any special instructions: every-

thing was self evident and all you had to do was

to observe. Moreover, he said he didn’t wish to

be disturbed over trifles; everyone should get

on with their own job. He would occasionally

advise on when the best time to take a certain

photo would be—when a tree was in blossom,

say—or he might suggest photographing the

construction site to describe particular building

techniques.3
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As reported by Olivier Beer, in one of the most

important catalogues published on Lucien Hervé, it

is not so surprising that after the meeting

Le Corbusier gave the photographer his first

camera, an old 6×10 bellows model;4 and that he

charged Hervé with the responsibility for his photo-

graphic archives.5

Wim de Wit noted that the impact of Le Corbu-

sier’s decision to choose Hervé as mainly responsible

for photographs becomes clear when we observe

the credits in the Œuvre Complète [‘Complete

Works’], starting from volume 5, which covers the

production of the architect’s work from 1946 to

1952: ’the photographs in this volume are almost

entirely the work of Lucien Hervé of Paris’.6

Le Corbusier had a very clear relationship with

photography, and other photographers, between

the wars, which was radically different from the

one that he shared with Hervé. Charles Gérard,

Georges Thiriet, Renè Levy, Marius Gravot and

Albin Salaün, all established photographers, were

fundamentally material executors of his thinking. In

Le Corbusier’s archive there are several examples

of the architect’s absolute, even geometrical, direc-

tion in first the creation and then the dissemination

of the images.7

The archives also contain detailed requests by Le

Corbusier to professionals, ensuring his complete

control of the photographs, which he requires to

be numbered and delivered directly to him in

person.8 At a later stage, the Swiss-French architect

modified the printed photographs to give some

clues about his thinking, to demonstrate an idea:

he retouched the images deleting any elements

that disturbed the ideal condition.9

Nonetheless, many of the images of Le Corbu-

sier’s buildings reveal his presence at the making

of the original shot—his motorcars, hat or other

objects—bearing witness to his role in ensuring a

photograph focusses on precise points of view

and particular glimpses: a complete mise en scène

dictated by his promotional motives. We may say

that his control of photography creates a biased

veil through which we perceive his architecture:10

Le Corbusier knew that architecture becomes

modern not only through its use of materials—

glass, concrete and steel—but by ‘engaging with

the new mechanical equipment of the mass

media: photography, film, architecture and adver-

tising’.11

An example of this control would be the repro-

duction of some images that appeared in Le Corbu-

sier’s Œuvre Complète, volumes 1 and 2 (published

in Zurich by Editions Girsberger). The sketch of the

Villa Savoye’s terrace, with a chair in the foreground,

is published among the last projects of the first

volume of the Œuvre Complète (1910–1929), with

the caption ‘Du jardin superior on monte au toit’

[‘From the upper garden one ascends to the roof’],

emphasising the role of the ramp and consequently

instigating the generation and development of the

promenade architecturale. The first volume of the

‘Complete Works’ was published in 1930, when

the Villa was still incomplete. It was to be presented,

very fully, in volume 2, which covers the years from

1929 to 1934: the same perspective view as the

sketch is now a full-page photograph, accompanied

by the caption ‘Villa Savoye à Poissy: jardin sus-

pendu’ [‘Villa Savoye in Poissy: hanging garden’]

and it is one of the sixteen images of the Villa pub-

5
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lished on this occasion, shot by Marius Gravot under

the control of Le Corbusier.

As a whole the building is represented in an

almost cinematographic sequence. Daniel Naegele

noticed that the two most interesting of these

photographs are certainly the first one, which

records our initial encounter with the Villa as we

arrive in a motor car, and the one that suggests

the culmination of the promenade architecturale.

‘Architecture is to be apprehended, it seems, by

both the body and the eye in motion.’12

The photographs, selected with such care by Le

Corbusier (and probably directed by him), should

be read in tandem with his verbal description in

the book itself and their objective is to elevate

the Villa to a status that engages with an ideal

canon.

In relation to the Villa Savoye, it is probably

appropriate to recall here also the collaboration

between Le Corbusier and the filmmaker Pierre

Chenal, from whom Le Corbusier commissioned a

documentary on contemporary architecture, Archi-

tectures d’Aujourd’hui (1930–31), divided into four

parts. Obviously, the vast majority of the buildings

represented in the short film (running for less

than 10 minutes) are Corbusian works, alongside

those of Auguste Perret and Robert Mallet

Stevens. The third part constitutes the bulk of the

film, with its representation of the Villa Stein-De

Monzie in Garches, the Villa Church in Ville

d’Avray and the Villa Savoye in Poissy. The scene

of a woman going up the ramp of the Villa

Savoye in Architectures d’Aujourd’hui is the key

to this entire short filmic example of Le Corbusier’s

promenade architecturale, which emphasises the

notion of architecture as a discovery. The sequence

is short (45 seconds) and follows a journey from

inside, at first-floor level, to the roof terrace, the

final illustration of Le Corbusier’s five points. The

static sequence of photographs in the ‘Complete

Works’ had become a flowing, continuous rep-

resentation of the Villa.

François Penz has shown that this key scene in

Architectures d’Aujourd’hui—the representation of

the woman on Villa Savoye’s ramp—constitutes

the most consistent example of a continuity editing

scene, and yet there are several inconsistencies

which reveal the nature of the collaboration and

the translation of Le Corbusier’s intention to the

screen. It is a scene that is technically erroneous in

the cinematographic realm, in that it is designed to

satisfy the narrative and promotional needs of Le

Corbusier.13

As an architect seeking absolute control, Le Cor-

busier completely understood the potential of the

new media and the close connection with advertise-

ment; and he exploited it. As Beatriz Colomina

noticed, for Le Corbusier the world of communi-

cation was not secondary to the one of the built

form: photography was not only a way of docu-

menting architecture, but an integral part of archi-

tectural production. A consistent number of

photographs, indeed, can be found at the beginning

and at the end of the creative process ‘when he care-

fully composed photographs to present his buildings

in a particular way, even retouching the images

when the project as realized was not as polemical

as what he had in mind’.14
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Figure 2. Lucien Hervé

photographed the Unité

d’Habitation several

times after his first visit

in 1949: this

photograph shows the

relationship with the

natural context in 1951

(# J. Paul Getty Trust

and Fondation Le

Corbusier ADAGP/

DACS).



Le Corbusier, photographer
Tim Benton recently analysed the documentation on

Le Corbusier as a photographer preserved at the

Villa La Roche in Paris. It shows a lesser-known

side of the architect, his own photography: the

documentation is an unusual production that has a

great variety, consisting of 18 reels of film and

nearly 6,000 photographs. The photographs are

intended for his own use and include traditional

shots, moving images and still photographs taken

from his film camera.15

To position Le Corbusier better in relation to pho-

tography and to understand how common was the

ground shared by Le Corbusier with Hervé, it is

important to consider that his activity and thinking

was significantly influenced by the international

avant-garde movements in the 1920s and early

1930s, which intertwined visual and material

culture. Le Corbusier was certainly aware of the the-

ories developed by the Futurists, the Dutch group De

Stijl—published in the journal of the same name

from 1917 onwards—and he was particularly keen

on the early activity of László Moholy-Nagy. Further-

more, he was familiar with the work of Werner

Graeff, El Lissitzky and Hans Richter, who were all

involved at that time with the German interdisciplin-

ary journal G: Material zur elementaren Gestaltung

[‘G: Material for elemental form Creation’].16

In 1928 Le Corbusier and Moholy-Nagy were both

cited in Sigfried Giedion’s book Bauen in Frankreich

Bauen in Eisen Bauen in Eisenbeton: Le Corbusier in

the acknowledgements and Moholy-Nagy for typo-

graphy, layout and the cover design, which is an

inverted photograph of the famous Pont Transbor-

deur [‘Transporter Bridge’] in Marseille, taken by

Giedion himself.17 This seminal work, Le Corbusier’s

favorite book by Giedion,18 might be considered to

be another milestone of the zeitgeist, where new

vision and new materials came together to create a

new architecture.

Even if it is not easy to trace back all these influ-

ences, we can say that Le Corbusier’s opinions on

photography at the time were not dissimilar from

those set out by Moholy-Nagy in an article entitled

‘How Photography Revolutionises Vision’, published

in the early 1930s in the British Journal The Listener.

We cannot be sure that Le Corbusier had direct

access to the article, but he certainly had complete

knowledge of the concepts of Moholy-Nagy, which

the Hungarian summarised in The Listener. The fol-
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Figure 3. A detail of the

Unité d’Habitation in a

photograph by Hervé,

1951 (# J. Paul Getty

Trust and Fondation Le

Corbusier ADAGP/

DACS): ‘I always

photograph in such a

way-as Le Corbusier

and I had discussed at

length concerning

painting-that a

photograph should be

able to be viewed

upside down. Because

for us it is not the theme

that is important, it is

not the subject, but

essentially the plastic

expression.’ (‘An

interview with Lucien

Hervé’, see Note 44).



lowing passages seem particularly relevant for this

discussion:

Through photography, too, we can participate in

new experiences of space, and in even greater

measure through film. With their help, and that

of the new school of architects, we have attained

an enlargement and sublimation of our appreci-

ation of space, the comprehension of a new

spatial culture. Thanks to the photographer

humanity has acquired the power of perceiving

its surrounding, and its very existence, with new

eyes. (…) The pre-requisite of this revolution is,

of course, the realisation that a knowledge of

photography is just as important as that of the

alphabet. The illiterates of the future will be ignor-

ant of the use of the camera and pen alike.19

We already know that Le Corbusier took documen-

tary images during his formative trips, particularly in

the ‘Journey to the East’ (1907–1911): as recorded

by Benton, he worked first with a cheap Kodak

and later with a Cupido 80. But the most interesting

photographs are shot in a short period of years

between 1936 and 1938. Indeed, whilst the vast

majority of Le Corbusier’s photographs are primarily

factual and related to his family, the still photo-

graphs constitute a body of work of impressive

quality and reflect on the examination of nature ren-

dered in abstract; most importantly, the photo-

graphs ’provide a key to his imagination’.20

The interesting examples include, amongst others,

some images of sand and water taken on the beach

of Le Piquey in 1936–37: they record the tides and

are all characterised by a strong interplay between

light and shadow. It is also worth recalling the 583

images of the mechanical elements of the SS

Conte Biancamano during his voyage back to

France from Brazil in August, 1936.

From then on, Le Corbusier no longer used a

camera and gave a reason for this in an interview

in the 1960s: ‘I noticed that by entrusting my

emotions to a lens I was forgetting to have them

pass through me—which was serious. So I aban-

doned the Kodak and picked up my pencil, and

ever since then I have always drawn everything,

wherever I am.’21

Peers
The relationship with Hervé would be an ideal prose-

cution of these photographic speculations and in

complete contrast to Le Corbusier’s relationship

between the wars with other photographers.

Obviously, it was not always an idyllic association,

as is shown by several examples of their exchanges

of letters. One particularly interesting document, full

of irony, has been published recently in Michel

Richard’s preface to the volume Le Corbusier/Lucien

Hervé: Contacts. In summary, Le Corbusier states, in

view of the length of Hervé’s letters, that from now

on—30th July, 1962—he ought to catalogue their

correspondence under the title ‘Hervéide’, after the

Aeneid, the Iliad and the ‘Trouinade’. The last refer-

ence is to Edouard Trouin, a Marseillese, who in

1945 had commissioned an unrealised project with

a particularly exhausting and controversial history.

This is one of those cases when the compliment of

December, 1949, gives way to sharp sarcasm.22

The epistolary exchanges between Hervé and Le

Corbusier are substantial and rich in interesting

details. Whilst all the correspondence with his

family and those close to him between 1900 and

9
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Unité d’Habitation

photograph shows a

detail of the concrete

texture recorded in

1951 (# J. Paul Getty

Trust and Fondation Le

Corbusier ADAGP/

DACS).



1965—including his mentor Charles L’Eplattenier—

has been published, this is not yet the case with the

letters to his peers.23 Recently, a Hungarian scholar,

Imola Gebauer, has begun patiently cataloguing the

written exchanges between the architect and the

photographer: it will be important, in due course,

to have available the whole of this corpus.

ThebookContacts is a selection from the thousands

of 6×6 cm, 6×9 cm (and sometimes larger) contact

prints kept at the Fondation Le Corbusier in Paris,

which are stuck on 21×32 cmpieces of coloured card-

board [cartons]. The book, for the first time,moves the

focus of attention from the artistic value of Hervé’s

work to that of the production of the images and

the relationship with Le Corbusier. Jacques Sbriglio,

editor of the publication, selected sixteen of Le Corbu-

sier’s works and Hervé’s related contact prints,

mounted on the cardboard sheets: in this volume,

184 of these planches can now be carefully studied,

are reproduced in their original colours and are inter-

spersed with some full-page images.24 The photo-

graphic equipment was usually his beloved Rolleiflex,

which allowed quick, expressive images (eg, figs 5,

6). Later, in addition, the photographer used a Japa-

nese copy of the Hasselblad (a Bronica 6/6), a

Plauben and a Linhof; he rarely used a tripod.

The cartons are the media of communication

between the two artists, but they also have a funda-

mental documentary value. Whilst we need to recall

that the Getty Research Institute in California holds

the entire collection of Hervé’s negatives dedicated

to Le Corbusier, over 18,000 items, it is important

to remember that Hervé called himself a ‘photogra-

pher with scissors’,25 referring to his habit of crop-

ping the printed images in his search for the ideal

frame, without any apparent respect for the original

negative. To have an idea of how frequent were

these cuts, we may refer to the precise, extended

captions of the book edited by Olivier Beer: among

the 170 images published in the catalogue, the

vast majority are 6×6 cm and 6×9 cm cropped

prints.26 This process has a precise motivation and

is far from the logic of collage, as clarified by Hervé

in another interview with Hans Ulrich Obrist:

No, I not am thinking about collage, a practice

that I am very fond of, but it has no connection

with this. Rather, I was trying to apply a freedom

and a methodical rigour to the construction of

each image. Look, the difference from many

photographers of that time is that I had no

respect for the film itself. For most photographers,

the negative is almost sacred and the prints are

final. For me it was the opposite, and not only

because I was a young photographer who

wanted to be free in everything he did, whether

it was a painting, a drawing, a collage or a photo-
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Figure 5. Hervé’s

photograph of the

façade of the Unité

d’Habitation, 1951 (#

J. Paul Getty Trust and

Fondation Le Corbusier

ADAGP/DACS).



graph (…). In an image, the relations between

forms and colours form the composition.

Working on the contact prints with or without

scissors, we must ensure that each image captures

the idea of something built, and also, I might add,

a certain purity. I use scissors simply because they

help me to get that result.27

Drafts also exist, second copies of these cartons,

kept in Hervé’s private archive. As one might

expect, the quality and the state of preservation of

these latter pieces are not the same as those kept

at the Fondation Le Corbusier, as study copies; but

the collection is equally useful for scholars who

want to understand the value and the logic of the

architectural representation.28 Hervé’s private

copies are more technical documents, linked to per-

sonal explorations of architecture, attentive in

understanding the impact of the light on the build-

ing and on its materiality. They make an interesting

series, and sometimes the images show potential

cutting lines on the contact prints (Fig. 9).

For each of Le Corbusier’s works we therefore

have available a set of printed images, often

cropped and glued onto a number of cardboard

sheets. The number of contact prints on each card-

board is not always the same—in a few cases

there is only one image—but generally there are

eleven or twelve photographs on each final copy

of the cartons kept at the Fondation Le Corbusier,

while Hervé personal copies are more pragmatic col-

lections of images, which fill the capacity of an entire

cardboard. A reference number is provided for each

photograph and the cartons are themselves num-

bered. These references are required to relate the

images to the negatives in the archive.

Furthermore, it is noticeable that in several

cartons kept at the Fondation Le Corbusier the com-

position works through visual analogy, or a dialogue

between the expression of different shapes. Only a

few cartons look more randomly organised:

Madame Judith Elkan Hervé, the photographer’s

wife, recalls in conversation that this can be related

to the fact that the cartons for Le Corbusier’s use

were realised, at the same time, by both Lucien

Hervé and Le Corbusier’s secretary.29

By analysing in detail the cardboards of the Unité

d’Habitation in Marseille, composed for Le Corbu-

sier, we can detect Hervé’smodus operandi: particu-

larly revealing is a set of photographs of the concrete

emergency stair [escalier de secours]. This carton and

the related contact prints are part of a critical selec-

tion, twenty-two cardboards, published in the book

Contacts referred to above.30 Among those pub-

lished are images shot over an extended period,

during construction and after completion when the

block was inhabited. They include: portraits of Le

Corbusier standing near to his Modulor at the base

of the Unité; ground works and excavations;

workers on site standing amongst the reinforcing

bars; views from above, which often generate

abstract geometries, framed similarly to the well-

known series produced at the end of the 1940s,

Paris sans quitter ma fenêtre (PSQF). But above all,

they record the plastic presence of the concrete in

dialogue with changing lighting conditions, thanks

to Hervé’s masterful use of light and shadow as com-

positional elements. He never made a mystery of the

central role of the shadow in the construction of the

image: ‘Indeed, I have always used shade to build

the image, not to achieve an aesthetic effect (I
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Figure 6. A tilted image

of the Unité

d’Habitation made by

Hervé in 1951 (# J. Paul

Getty Trust and

Fondation Le Corbusier

ADAGP/DACS).
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Figure 7. The first of

two documentary

photographs of the

Unité d’Habitation in

the 1950s: inverted

photograph without

any cutting (# J. Paul

Getty Trust and

Fondation Le Corbusier

ADAGP/DACS).
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Figure 8. The second of

two documentary

photographs of the

Unité d’Habitation in

the 1950s: positive

image, with a

significative cut at the

bottom and on the left

side (# J. Paul Getty

Trust and Fondation Le

Corbusier ADAGP/

DACS).



have hardly ever done that) but to give force to the

image’.31

The shots dedicated to the Unité d’Habitation’s

security stairs and dated ‘Avril 1957′ in the upper left

corner are a readable example by whichwe can under-

stand Hervé’s complex way of working. This carton is

composed of eleven contact prints. It is immediately

clear, compared with other images of the Unité, that

these are photographs taken from a human view-

point, such as one would obtain in a tour of the build-

ing moving one’s gaze around.

If we plot on a plan the points of view of the

images, we immediately understand that we are

dealing with a vision in motion that describes the

spatial sequence. The images give us a plastic

sense—like sculptures—demonstrating the response

to light of the béton brut [raw concrete], according

to the new sensitivity to the texture and imperfec-
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Figure 9. One of Lucien

Hervé’s cartons of the

Unité d’Habitation in his

private archive, 1950s:

in the central contact

print, note the framing

with the suggested cut

of the image (# J. Paul

Getty Trust and

Fondation Le Corbusier

ADAGP/DACS).



tions of concrete, developed by Le Corbusier after

the Second World War, perfectly transposed here

by Hervé into still images (Fig. 10).32

The sequence starts with a close-up image of the

stairs (213); then Hervé raises his camera to look at

the contrast of the stairs and the façade (216). He

moves further south and frames part of the stairs

with the structure (214–215). He negotiates the

pillars and after three shots of them (217–218–219)

he passes under the structure. It is very interesting to

note the deep shadows and the different appearance

of the concrete from this side (220–223). The prome-

nade is now complete, concluding with another view

from beneath the stairs, the powerful shadows

becoming elements of composition, an integral part

of the design of the surfaces (221–222).

The spatial configuration of this dynamic vision is

related to time: it is the research of a continuum, not
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Figure 10. Lucien

Hervé’s carton of the

Unité d’Habitation in

Marseille, April, 1957

(# J. Paul Getty Trust

and Fondation Le

Corbusier ADAGP/

DACS).



divided into single and separate elements, but

articulated in flowing passages, represented

through spatial sequences of still images suggesting

a vision in motion. ’In sum Hervé understood the dif-

ficulty of catching the multiplicity of space’33 and

these images probably help us to understand the

concept of Corbusian space more obviously than

his own drawings. It brings to mind Sigfried Gie-

dion’s reflections: ‘Corbusier’s houses are neither

spatial nor plastic: air flows through them! Air

becomes a constituent factor! Neither space nor

plastic form counts, only RELATION and INTERPENE-

TRATION! There is only a single, indivisible space.

The shells fall away between interior and exterior.’34

This example is testimony to the relevance of the

documentation and the consequent importance of

the cartons as a whole, which, as discussed, were

used for a variety of different purposes, and not

only with such a kinematic approach. But the secur-

ity stair example illustrates the rationale of Hervé’s

experimental ambition, in offering an interpretation

of the evolution of Le Corbusier‘s thinking: to use

still photography for the composition of a narrative

device through montage. Once more, what

Moholy-Nagy wrote in his article in The Listener

cited above clarifies how to read the image

through the spirit of the time:

There is no more surprising, yet, in its naturalness

and organic sequence, simpler form than the

photographic series. This is the logical culmination

of photography. The series is no longer a ‘picture’,

and none of the canons of pictorial aesthetics can

be applied to it. Here the separate picture loses its

identity as such and it becomes a detail of assem-

bly, an essential structural element of the whole

which is the thing itself. In this concatenation of

its separate but inseparable parts a photographic

series inspired by a definite purpose can become

at once the most potent weapon and the tender-

est lyric.35

In an article that appeared in the Journal of the

Society of Architectural Historians, Veronique

Boone wrote that, in 1952, when the Unité was

near completion, Le Corbusier developed a new

idea for a film for the general public. La cité

radieuse (1953) is the only colour film to illustrate

the building: its Director was Lucien Hervé’s friend
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Figure 11. A

photograph by Lucien

Hervé of the roof of the

Unité d’Habitation,

1952: recto (# J. Paul

Getty Trust and

Fondation Le Corbusier

ADAGP/DACS).



Jean Sacha. The film presents the block in Mar-

seille completed and inhabited. Even if Le Corbu-

sier once again kept this film under his partial

supervision, the episode must be linked to the

Chenal precedent of twenty years before, so as

to highlight the different relationship in the collab-

orations. Le Corbusier’s control is transformed,

since Hervé is trusted as someone who is able to

see architecture with a similar sensitivity; and

indeed in this film ‘some shots and stills are

almost exact copies of photographs published in

L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui and elsewhere’;36

images already taken by Hervé were thus re-pre-

sented.

An early experience in Hervé’s youth gives us a taste

of how he would consider images in movement,

which we can relate to the photographs described

earlier. Hervé said he discovered the power of the

moving image by chance, on a bicycle. When he

was employed by the Société dauphinoise d’études

et des montages in Grenoble, he used to bicycle to

the local market, and that was how he became

aware of shadows and their relationship to the

environment. He translated this perception into his

work: the constant corrections we make when we

watch something as we move, particularly how

shadows and light are affected by speed.37

Hervé was known to have had a keen interest in

the films of Eisenstein, Pabst, Pudovkin and Vigo,

as well as those of German expressionism; this was

a cinematographic passion, particularly for the

Russian cinema, that he shared with Le Corbusier.

These enthusiasms are another proof, should we

still need one, of the richness of Hervé’s cultural

background.38

In one of the interviews Hervé, as well as the influ-

ence of cinema, spoke about his interest in Fernand

Léger, shared by Le Corbusier, but particularly about

his personal passion for Rembrandt and his impor-

tance for his photographic thinking. It seems that

Hervé felt that his art had its closest relationship

with that of painters; indeed, a painter himself, he

reproduced on the ceiling of his flat in the 16th

arrondissement, in Trocadero, a work by Mondrian.

Hervé clearly expressed this relationship between

photography and its sister arts in a key passage of

a 1956 article:
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Figure 12. Verso of the

same 1952 photograph

by Lucien Hervé of the

Unité d’Habitation (Fig.

11), with the note of a

memory, added later by

Hervé himself, which

reads in translation:

‘Marseille Gym. Fissure

appeared the day

before the inauguration

(22.11.52). Candilis

panicking asks LC how

it could be

camouflaged. LC:

“Filling the crack with a

beautiful bleu roi [king

blue]”’.



The painted image or photography will gain its

value from the harmony of its contrasts and exper-

imentation with human feelings. Its of little impor-

tance if an image is produced due to a

photograph or if it is a drawing by Seurat or a

painting by Mondrain.

The photo, as painting, stops the interest of the

subject alone. The photo, like painting, often

penetrates the subject beyond its visible surface.

What complicates the comparison is that the

photographer is not only an artist, in the sense

of freedom to the subject, but often interpretates.

In the same way, a conductor or a pianist selects

the sounds and tones of instruments to remake

the taste of his harmony fuller, whilst scrupulously

respecting the intention of the composer, or in

this case the architect. In a work of three dimen-

sions he transcribes an image of two dimensions.

He penetrates inside the built works. He forces

himself to understand the intentions of the

creator.39

The deep and poetic attention to light, as important

in Rembrandt’s paintings as in Le Corbusier’s intel-

lectual realm, is at the centre of the speculations

contained in a beautiful book, probably the best of

the entire career of the Hungarian-born photogra-

pher, published in French by Arthaud in 1956

under the title La Plus Grande Aventure du Monde

and the following year in English by Thames and

Hudson as Architecture of Truth. In 2001 Phaidon

republished the book, but with significant altera-

tions. It is a photographic representation of the

Abbey at Le Thoronet, built in Provence for Cister-

cians monks in the twelfth century. Hervé’s images

are black and white, printed by him for the occasion

of the publication and accompanied by captions

taken from the bible, the psalms and the words of

St Bernard of Clairvaux. The presence of the

monks is only suggested in the photographs, in the

textures of the stone, the light and the shadows,

which are masterfully composed in each image,

and tend to transform them from representations

of physical reality to pure abstractions.

In a letter of congratulation, when he received the

book, Le Corbusier used, again, exceptionally com-

plimentary terms, describing the ‘magnifique

livre’.40 He wrote:

You have made a true creative work. This is very

beautiful. Very beautiful, to have seen, then have

chosen the place and the hour, then to have

realised a click. This is not something photogenic,

it is photography at the highest degree.41

In its entirety the volume reaches a level of absolute

lyricism, as noted by Le Corbusier, who, in addition

to the letter, wrote an introduction: anticipating

the logic of the book, he states that architecture is

the infinite sum of positive gestures, in which the

whole and its details combine as one.

Hervé did not bother to ‘falsify’ the images by

using photographic filters, but faithfully represented

the canonical hours of the day of the Cistercians.

The arrangement of the book follows each prayer

time, because he wanted to show the exact lighting

in the different moments of the day. To illustrate the

noon hour, for example, he printed photographs

that were almost grey, with the sun erasing the

shadows. The result is one of the most beautiful

books of photographs.

Through the different conditions of light, he

allows us to perceive the architecture realistically.
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But, cumulatively, by means of his specific narrative,

Hervé transports his reader’s psyche into a deeply

spiritual realm.

We encounter similar sensations when we first

browse, and later read, another book, this time dedi-

cated to the man to whom Lucien said he owed

everything in his life, as Judith Elkan Hervé recalled

in the conversation cited earlier. L’Artiste et l’écri-

vain. Le Corbusier/The Artist and the writer. Le Cor-

busier, was published in both French and English

simultaneously by Editions du Griffon of Neuchatel

in 1970 in a square format. Hervé selected a very

reduced number of photographs from the thou-

sands that he made for the architect and composed

the layout of the book as a dialogue between

the images and texts written by Le Corbusier

himself.42

The book is truly a tribute to the career of Le Cor-

busier, five years after his death, and is divided into

roughly three chronological chapters that cover the

realisation of Ronchamp from 1950 to 1954

(Chapter 1, ‘the ripeness of the work’) and of Chan-

digarh from 1952 to 1965 (Chapter 2, ‘the ripeness

of a capital’), followed by a more biographical

section (Chapter 3, ‘the ripeness of the architectonic

expression’). In this final section, Le Corbusier’s

career is divided into three periods: from the ages

of 30 to 50, from 50 to 65 and from 68 to 78.43

As in the case of the Abbey at Le Thoronet, the

book begins with a series of details before reaching

a full overview of Le Corbusier’s career.

Hervé borrows sections of Le Corbusier’s books to

provide a commentary on his images; the title he

chose is obviously of dense significance, because,

although Le Corbusier felt he had been appreciated

as architect, he believed his undoubted qualities as

artist and writer had not been acknowledged.

In an interview Hervé said:

I voluntarily reduced my book on Le Corbusier to

three chapters which have little to do one with

one another. I wanted to show that it is unthink-

able to reduce to a single book Le Corbusier’s

manner of being. I did the first chapter on what

must have passed through the mind of Le Corbu-

sier in order to do Ronchamp. When I had spoken

of this book to Charlotte Perriand, she said to me,

‘You are going to talk the subject to death’. I did

not talk it to death. I found the texts of Le Corbu-

sier himself, in order to show its progress. It is he

who speaks, and consequently I have not a

word of my own in it. All are the words of Le Cor-

busier.44

The volume consistently concludes with an extended

quotation from Le Corbusier, taken from the tiny

book Mise au Point (1966), the spiritual testament

of the architect, posthumously published by Jean

Petit.45 The touching passage that best synthesises

the long quotation that Hervé chose and republished

is when Le Corbusier states that, in the light of his 77

years’ experience, what he has learned is that in life

one must simply act. Lucien Hervé, as usual linking

this notion to his own idea of rigour,46 adds no

further comment on the words and the thoughts

of the architect: he knew, just as Le Corbusier did,

how important it is to question every day what one

does.
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